
The Fourth Amendment:
Rusting on the High Seas?

I. INTRODUCTION

Not since the days of prohibition has the Coast Guard's authority to
board vessels' been scrutinized as closely as in recent years. Issues con-
cerning search and seizure on the high seas" and within United States
customs waters3 have received greater attention with the. recent increase
in drug smuggling. An examination of two statutes is essential to an un-
derstanding of these issues. One of these statutes, 14 U.S.C. section
89(a),4 gives authority to board and search vessels to the Coast Guard,
and the other statute, 19 U.S.C. section 1681(a),6 gives similar authority

1. "The word 'vessel' includes every description of water craft or other contrivance used,
or capable of being used, as a means of transportation in water, but does not include air-
craft." 19 U.S.C. § 1401(a) (1976).

2. The term 'high seas' refers to waters beyond the three mile territorial sea. The term
encompasses the contiguous zone, which is comprised of the area between three and twelve
miles at sea. The term 'international waters' refers to waters beyond the contiguous zone.
See Carmichael, At Sea with the Fourth Amendment, 32 U. MAmi L. REy. 51, 56-58 (1977);
see also United States v. Warren, 578 F.2d 1058, 1064-65 n.4 (5th Cir. 1978), modified on
other grounds, 612 F.2d 887 (5th Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 956 (1980).

3. 19 U.S.C. § 1401(j) (1976) defines customs waters as "waters within four leagues of the
coast of the United States." Id. Four leagues is approximately twelve miles. This twelve
mile area includes the territorial waters of the United States and its contiguous zone. See
Carmichael, supra note 2, at 56 & n.16.

4. 14 U.S.C. § 89(a) (1976) [hereinafter referred to in text as section 89(a)] gives the
Coast Guard authority to:

make inquiries, examinations, inspections, searches, seizures, and arrests upon the
high seas and waters over which the United States has jurisdiction, for the preven-
tion, detection, and suppression of violations of laws of the United States. For
such purposes, commissioned, warrant, and petty officers may at any time go on
board of any vessel subject to the jurisdiction, or to the operation of any law, of
the United States, address inquiries to those on board, examine the ship's docu-
ments and papers, and examine, inspect, and search the vessel and use all neces-
sary force to compel compliance.

5. 19 U.S.C. § 1581(a) (1976) [hereinafter referred to in text as section 1581(a)] provides:
Any officer of the customs may at any time go on board of any vessel or vehicle at
any place in the United States or within the customs waters. . . and examine the
manifest and other documents and papers and examine, inspect, and search the
vessel or vehicle and every part thereof and any person, trunk, package, or cargo
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to customs agents. Read literally, these two statutes contain the "most
sweeping grants of police authority ever to be written into U.S. law."'

Courts have interpreted both statutes to allow officers to stop and
board vessels for the purpose of carrying out safety and documentation
inspections. It is uncontested that these boardings are seizures within the
meaning of the fourth amendment.7 This Comment is concerned princi-
pally with those cases in which safety and documentation inspections
have been the grounds for authorizing the seizures of vessels. The main
focus is upon seizures of vessels by the Coast Guard on the high seas; the
Comment, however, also touches upon the almost inseparable subject of
seizures by customs agents within inland and customs waters of the
United States. This Comment discusses and analyzes the recent major
decisions of each of the six circuits that span the nation's coastlines and
compares the interpretations and applications these circuits have given
the two statutes. Finally, less intrusive measures that may be applied to
bring documentary and safety inspections more in line with traditional
fourth amendment s constitutional law are suggested.

In order to discover whether constitutional limits have been surpassed,
it is necessary to examine how broadly and literally the circuit courts
have construed these statutes. The two major viewpoints that have
evolved conflict in their interpretations of section 89(a) and section
1581(a). One view, espoused mainly by the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits, is
that land-based principles of search and seizure are inapplicable to ves-
sels at sea. The Ninth Circuit, the chief opponent of this position, holds
that land-based principles are applicable and must be used to limit the
sweeping language of these statutes to bring them within the constitu-
tional limitations on unreasonable searches and seizures.

on board, and to this end may hail and stop such vessel or vehicle, and use all
necessary force to compel compliance.

6. 3 W. LAFAvE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE § 10.5(i) (Supp. 1983) (quoting S. EvANS, THE
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 1790-1915 218 (1949)).

7. See United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873 (1975), in which the Supreme court
held that the fourth amendment "applies to all seizures.. ., including seizures that involve
only a brief detention short of traditional arrest." Id. at 878. See also United States v.
Warren, 578 F.2d 1058, 1979-80 (5th Cir. 1978) (Fay, J., dissenting) (stating that a detention
by the Coast Guard anywhere in the world constitutes a seizure within the meaning of the
fourth amendment).

8. U.S. CONST. amend. IV provides:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and par-
ticularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be
seized.
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II. REJECTION OF LAND-BASED PRECEDENT

A. Fifth Circuit Analysis

Because of its expansive coastline and close proximity to South Ameri-
cas' drug economies, the Fifth Circuit has rendered the most numerous
and most influential decisions concerning fourth amendment issues at
sea. The Fifth Circuit, in United States v. Williams,' tried "to harmonize
the discordant precedent that ha[d] evolved"10 within the circuit. The
court's decision was one of the most ambitious efforts ever undertaken to
resolve issues of search and seizure at sea and within customs waters of
the United States.

Williams concerned the seizure of a vessel of Panamanian registry on
the high seas one hundred miles east of the tip of the Yucatan Penin-
sula." The court held that seizure of a foreign vessel on the high seas on a
reasonable suspicion of criminal activity satisfies the fourth amendment,
although reasonable suspicion may not be the minimum standard for
seizures on the high seas.1" Although the seizure of a foreign vessel on the
high seas was the sole issue in the case, the court used the opinion to
analyze prior decisions and to try and clear up the muddled state of af-
fairs. The court reaffirmed the rule, espoused in United States v. War-
ren,1' that section 89(a) authorizes the Coast Guard randomly to stop and
search American vessels, on the high seas for safety and documentation
checks in the complete absence of suspicion of criminal activity." The
court also reaffirmed its earlier decisions that stated that section 1581(a)
authorizes the seizure of an American or foreign vessel in customs waters
without a modicum of suspicion.1'

In reaching its decision, the court rejected the applicability of land-
based fourth amendment law to searches and seizures on the high seas. 6

The court used historical arguments and complaints of the inherent diffi-
culties in policing the ocean frontiers17 to reach its rationalization that

9. 617 F.2d 1063 (5th Cir. 1980) (en banc).
10. Id. at 1069.
11. Id. at 1070.
12. Id. at 1084.
13. 578 F.2d 1058, 1064-65 (5th Cir. 1978) (en banc), modified on other grounds, 612

F.2d 887 (5th Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 956 (1980).
14. 617 F.2d at 1075; see also United States v. One (1) 43 Foot Sailing Vessel, 538 F.2d

694 (5th Cir. 1976) (per curiam); United States v. Odom, 526 F.2d 339, 342 (5th Cir. 1976).
15. 617 F.2d at 1081, 1083-84; see also United States v. Kleinschmidt, 596 F.2d 133 (5th

Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 927 (1979); United States v. Postal, 589 F.2d 862 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 444 U.S. 832 (1979); United States v. Freeman, 579 F.2d 942 (5th Cir. 1978).

16. 617 F.2d at 1079.
17. Id. at 1079-81, 1087-88; see also Carmichael, supra note 2, at 51-75, for further dis-
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searches and seizures on the high seas are fundamentally different and
that land-based precedent does not apply to limit the Coast Guard's stat-
utory authority' s to seize vessels. The court stated that the "Constitution
mandates a less restrictive standard to govern searches on the high seas
than searches on land because of the substantial and long-recognized dif-
ferences between nautical vessels and vehicles and buildings on land.""l

The court in Williams accepted the proposition that the "fourth
amendment does not end on the beaches or even at the three mile limit,
but extends to the high seas." 0 The court reneged on that promise, how-
ever, and held "in effect that any seizure or search of a vessel on the high
seas is reasonable." ' Following the reasoning that the fourth amendment
permits officials to board American vessels without any reasonable suspi-
cion, the court stated that "foreign vessels do not possess some inherent
quality that mandates that they receive either more or less fourth amend-
ment protection than American vessels.""2 Thus, the reasonable suspi-
cion standard may not be the minimum standard for boarding foreign
vessels at sea.2 '

In a concurring opinion, Judge Rubin argued that land-based principles
should be applied at sea since the coast of the country is not a unique
region that triggers a separate constitutional standard for events that
transpire on the seas.24 Judge Rubin stated

that the seizure and search of vessels on the high seas is governed by the
same principles as the stopping and searching of automobiles, planes and
other vehicles. The shield against unreasonable searches does not rust on
exposure to salt air and it is unreasonable to search a vessel, foreign or
domestic, on international waters, absent probable cause and exigent
circumstances. 5

Since its decision in Williams, the Fifth Circuit consistently has reiter-
ated the same positions. In United States v. Caicedo-Asprilla,26 for ex-
ample, the Coast Guard seized a foreign vessel on international waters,
and the circuit again stated that the reasonable suspicion standard for

cussion of historical arguments and the difficulties in policing the seas.
18. 14 U.S.C. § 89(a) (1976); 19 U.S.C. § 1581(a) (1976).
19. 617 F.2d at 1087.
20. Id. at 1094 (Rubin, J., concurring in the result).
21. Id.
22. Id. at 1066.
23. Id. at 1084. This implication by the court creates enormous international law

problems concerning jurisdiction and interpretation of treaties that are well beyond the
scope of this Comment.

24. 617 F.2d at 1095 (Rubin, J., concurring in the result).
25. Id. (emphasis in original).
26. 632 F.2d 1161 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 1000 (1981).
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seizures of foreign vessels on the high seas is sufficient to satisfy the
fourth amendment."" In three recent decisions that concerned the Coast
Guard's seizure of American flag ships many miles off the coast for the
purpose of inspection for safety and documentation, the circuit main-
tained its position that the entire line of land-based decisions is irrelevant
to searches and seizures at sea."8 In all three of these decisions," the
court refused to consider seriously the applicability of the land-based de-
cision by the United States Supreme Court in Delaware v. Prouse.80 In
two of these decisions," the court further refused to accept the applica-
bility of the land-based decision by the Supreme Court in Marshall v.
Barlow's, Inc.2 The court also reaffirmed the Warren and Williams deci-
sions, in which the court had interpreted section 89(a) as giving the Coast
Guard plenary power to stop American flag vessels anywhere on the high
seas in complete absence of any suspicion of criminal activity.2

By rejecting land-based precedents and by interpreting literally sec-
tions 89(a) and 1581(a), the Fifth Circuit has given the Coast Guard and
customs officers absolute power to board vessels, without even a modicum
of suspicion, for documentation and safety inspections. This power all but
completely strips away the fourth amendment rights of individuals on
board vessels at sea and within the customs waters of the United States.
Some judges within the Fifth Circuit share the belief that the decisions
have stretched constitutional limits, as exemplified by Judge Gee's state-
ment in the recent case of United States v. Peabody." In Peabody, the
court upheld the decisions of Warren and Williams, but Judge Gee

27. Id. at 1167.
28. United States v. Chaparro-Almeida, 679 F.2d 423, 426 (5th Cir. 1982); United States

v. Espinosa-Cerpa, 630 F.2d 328, 334 (5th Cir. 1980); United States v. Shelnut, 625 F.2d 59,
61 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 983 (1981).

29. United States v. Chaparro-Almeida, 679 F.2d at 426; United States v. Espinosa-
Cerpa, 630 F.2d at 333-34; United States v. Shelnut, 625 F.2d at 61-62.

30. 440 U.S. 648 (1979). In Prouse, the Supreme Court held that the random stop of an
automobile to undertake a license check of a driver is unconstitutional unless there is at
least reasonable suspicion of a violation of law. Id. at 663. See infro text accompanying
notes 120-25.

31. United States v. Espinosa-Cerpa, 630 F.2d at 333-34; United States v. Shelnut, 625
F.2d at 61-62.

32. 436 U.S. 307 (1978). In Marshall, the Court dealt with the issue of whether warrant-
less administrative safety inspections of business premises violated the fourth amendment.
Id. at 311. The Supreme Court recognized that particular industries such as liquor and fire-
arms are subjected to a great deal of regulation and have a lowered privacy expectation. Id.
at 313. The Court refused to extend this exception, however, to other government regulated
industries, id. at 313-15, and held that a warrant was required by the fourth amendment.
Id. at 325.

33. E.g., United States v. Chaparro-Almeida, 679 F.2d at 426.
34. 626 F.2d 1300 (5th Cir. 1980).
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noted, "It is the law of this circuit. . . until reversed by higher authority,
that the Coast Guard may board American flag vessels. . . without prob-
able cause or particularized suspicion."" This statement appears to be a
challenge by Judge Gee to the Supreme Court to grant certiorari and
finally settle the issue.

One must examine the question of the Coast Guard's motivation for
conducting safety and documentation boardings in order to appreciate
fully the reality of these situations. The Fifth Circuit has stated that after
a boarding it is not concerned with the hopes and expectations that may
have been in the Coast Guard skipper's heart at the time of the board-
ing. 6 The truth of the matter, however, is that the Coast Guard conducts
many boardings motivated by a desire to discover narcotics smuggling.
Officials often do not perform safety and documentation inspections be-
cause of a desire to deter noncompliance; they merely state that purpose
and use it as an instrument to board a vessel 'legally' with hopes of dis-
covering narcotics violations. The Fifth Circuit has held that an ulterior
motive for boarding a vessel does not invalidate the seizure of the vessel
as long as officials actually conduct the safety and documentation inspec-
tion and limit their investigations to that scope, until they obtain reason-
able suspicion to search further.3 7

After a boarding, another important issue is raised concerning the per-
missible scope of a search to uncover safety and documentation viola-
tions. Boarding officers generally are allowed to check many areas of the

35. Id. at 1301 n.1.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 1301. Operation Stopgap is one example of how the Coast Guard has abused

safety inspections to accomplish other purposes. Under Operation Stopgap, the Coast Guard
combined efforts with various other government agencies, including the Customs Service,
the Drug Enforcement Agency, the State Department, the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, and the armed forces. The operation was for the noble purpose of combatting the
importation of drugs. Commander John Streeper, in charge of the General Law Enforce-
ment Section at Coast Guard headquarters in Washington, D.C., described a typical board-
ing of a vessel as follows:

A cutter on patrol in the Caribbean passages sees maybe 150 vessels. Which one
are you going to board? ... If we suspect a ship of carrying narcotics, and it
doesn't stop we fire a warning shot with the biggest gun available to make the
biggest splash. We've fired a few warning shots, but not many. Warning shots usu-
ally stop them. Then we board, usually with five men in a smaller boat, well
armed. We say we are operating under the law .... It's a subterfuge. We say we
are running a check for "compliance with U.S. law." Or we say: "We are author-
ized under umpty-umpty-ump of the government something, and we board." If
it's empty, we do a routine safety inspection, which is a warrantless search. There
is a Fourth Amendment, which is designed to prevent unreasonable searches and
seizures, and we have to be careful not to violate the guy's freedom.

The New U.S. Drug War, Macon Telegraph and News, Sept. 17, 1978, (Parade Magazine),
at 7.
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vessel and specifically are permitted to inspect the cargo area to look for
the registration number on the main beam or frame of the vessel. 8 In
United States v. Robbins,3 9 the Coast Guard seized an American vessel
three hundred fifty miles south of the Alabama coast for an administra-
tive inspection. The court stated that Williams' "only limit upon the
Coast Guard's authority to search vessels lawfully boarded is that it may
not search 'private' areas for the purpose of finding evidence of criminal
activity without reason to suspect the existence there of such evidence. 4 0

These 'private' areas of a vessel, however, are not very safe from being
searched after a boarding for a safety and documentation inspection. In a
more recent decision, United States v. Gray,' the court stated that a
question left open in Williams concerned the minimum degree of suspi-
cion that the Coast Guard officials must possess in order to search the
living quarters of the vessel. The court did not decide this issue; the
court, however, impliedly accepted the government's argument that the
Coast Guard's right to conduct a safety inspection might include the right
to inspect all areas of the ship and even to carry out a cursory inspection
of locked living quarters.' 2

At the present time, the Fifth Circuit has been unwilling to draw a line
to limit the scope of a safety search. The constitutional questions arising
from the lack of restraints in making an initial boarding, therefore, are
even more crucial, for the Coast Guard no doubt will discover any contra-
band on board a vessel during the course of the permitted inspection for
safety and documentation violations.

The Fifth Circuit has interpreted section 89(a) even more broadly than
discussed above. In United States v. Conroy," the Coast Guard seized an
American vessel in Haitian waters. Under section 89(a), the Coast Guard
has statutory power to seize a vessel "upon the high seas and waters over
which the United States has jurisdiction."" The statute does not give the
Coast Guard power to search a vessel in foreign waters. The court held,
however, that Congress did not intend the language to be restrictive and
that the "Coast Guard has implicit power to search an American vessel in
foreign waters even in the absence of express statutory authority."'' The
court, approving its earlier interpretation of section 89(a), stated that the
Coast Guard not only has the authority to board for safety and documen-

38. See, e.g., United States v. Shelnut, 625 F.2d at 60-61.
39. 623 F.2d 418 (5th Cir.), rehearing denied, 629 F.2d 1105 (5th Cir. 1980).
40. Id. at 420.
41. 659 F.2d 1296 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit B).
42. Id. at 1299 & n.5.
43. 589 F.2d 1258 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 831 (1979).
44. 14 U.S.C. § 89(a) (1976).
45. 589 F.2d at 1265.
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tation inspections "but also to 'look for obvious customs and narcotics
violations.' "46 In United States v. Mazyak,'47 the Fifth Circuit restated
this position. The court held that under section 89(a) it is reasonable,
within the meaning of the fourth amendment, for the Coast Guard to
stop and board American ships beyond the twelve mile limit in order to
inspect for safety, documentation, and obvious customs and narcotics vio-
lations without suspicion of criminal activity.48 The court also stated that
if the Coast Guard boarded with the sole motive of discovering narcot-
ics,"it [did] not follow that the inspection was pretextual" in violation of
the fourth amendment because inspections for "obvious narcotics viola-
tions" are authorized by case law.'9

Despite its decision in Williams, the Fifth Circuit has not interpreted
the customs statute, section 1581(a), quite as broadly as section 89(a).
One reason is that the language of the statute provides "[any officer of
the customs may at any time go on board of any vessel or vehicle at any
place in the United States or within customs waters. 0 The word 'vehicle'
has stopped some panel decisions within the Fifth Circuit from expanding
the scope of section 1581(a) as far as it has expanded section 89(a).51

The Fifth Circuit occasionally has allowed customs officials to act with-
out a modicum of suspicion. 2 In United States v. Serrano,58 however, the
court, while relaxing the probable cause standard for seizures, held that
customs officials must have at least a reasonable suspicion of criminal ac-
tivity before stopping a vessel on inland waters.54 The court in Williams
recognized this reasoning by the court in Serrano, but the court in Wil-
liams suggested that it might have held otherwise.5 In United States v.
D'Antignac," the court said that Williams did not upset the holding in
Serrano.57 The court in United States v. Guillen-Linares" upheld the

46. Id. (quoting United States v. Warren, 578 F.2d at 1065).
47. 650 F.2d 788 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit B), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 922 (1982).
48. Id. at 790; see also United States v. Jonas, 639 F.2d 200, 202 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit

B); United States v. DeWeese, 632 F.2d 1267, 1269 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 454 U.S.
878 (1981).

49. 650 F.2d at 790.
50. 19 U.S.C. § 1581(a) (1976).
51. See United States v. Serrano, 607 F.2d 1145, 1148 (5th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 445

U.S. 965 (1980).
52. United States v. Whitaker, 592 F.2d 826, 828-89 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 950

(1979); United States v. Freeman, 579 F.2d 942, 945 (5th Cir. 1978).
53. 607 F.2d 1145 (5th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 445 U.S. 965 (1980).
54. Id. at 1148.
55. 617 F.2d at 1072 n.3, 1088-89 n.30.
56. 628 F.2d 428 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 967 (1981).
57. Id. at 433.
58. 643 F.2d 1054 (5th Cir. April 27, 1981).
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Serrano decision and reversed the defendants' convictions. 9 In that case,
the Coast Guard boarded the vessel on inland waters and acted as cus-
toms agents.60 Under section 1581(a), therefore, a reasonable suspicion,
which was absent in this case, was required.6' The court in United States
v. Ruano,6 2 also relying on the Serrano decision, held that customs offi-
cials may make investigatory stops of vessels on inland waters "on facts
which justify a reasonable suspicion.""

The Fifth Circuit has applied some fourth amendment rights to indi-
viduals on vessels within the inland waters of the United States. Once a
vessel is in customs waters or on the high seas, however, the fourth
amendment is ignored. The Coast Guard then has the power to seize ran-
domly any vessel under the pretext of a safety and documentation search.
The motivation for the stop need not concern safety or documentation
violations, and the stop can be made to look for obvious narcotics viola-
tions. After a boarding, the officers are free to search most, if not all,
areas of a vessel. Certainly, the constitutionality of these safety and docu-
mentation boardings should be examined by the Supreme Court.

B. Eleventh Circuit Analysis

The Eleventh Circuit has adopted the decisions of the former Fifth Cir-
cuit as precedent." A survey of the Eleventh Circuit cases on the issue of
search and seizure of vessels shows no significant variation from Fifth
Circuit precedent. Some panel decisions within the Eleventh Circuit,
however, contain language questioning the validity of Fifth Circuit
precedent.

In United States v. Glen-Archila,15 the Coast Guard seized a foreign
vessel on international waters twenty miles from the coast of St. Augus-
tine, Florida. Defendants argued that the Coast Guard had no authority
to stop and board the vessel .6  The court rejected this argument and
used Williams as precedent. The court stated "that the Coast Guard has
authority under 14 U.S.C.A. § 89(a) to stop a foreign vessel on the high
seas if there exists a reasonable suspicion that the vessel is engaged in

59. Id. at 1056-57.
60. 14 U.S.C. § 89(b) (1976) authorizes the Coast Guard to act as customs agents.
61. 643 F.2d at 1056-57.
62. 647 F.2d 577 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit B).
63. Id. at 579.
64. Bonner v. City of Prichard, 661 F.2d 1206 (11th Cir. 1981) (en banc). The court in

Bonner held that decisions prior to Oct. 1, 1981 by the Fifth Circuit are adopted as prece-
dent in the Eleventh Circuit. Id. at 1207.

65. 677 F.2d 809 (11th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 165 (1982).
66. Id. at 813.
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smuggling contraband into the United States."'6 " In this case, reasonable
suspicion was present."s Consequently, the court did not need to go fur-
ther and decide if this was the minimum standard necessary for the Coast
Guard to seize foreign vessels on the high seas. The court in Williams had
suggested that reasonable suspicion was not the minimum requirement.

In several recent cases concerned with the seizure of American vessels
on the high seas, the Eleventh Circuit has readily cited Fifth Circuit pre-
cedent to support its decisions." In United States v. Clark,70 an Ameri-
can vessel was seized fifty miles southeast of the Florida coast. The Coast
Guard had been warned to look for a white cabin cruiser approximately
thirty feet in length that was suspected of carrying narcotics.7 1 Defen-
dants argued that they had a right to be free from unreasonable searches
and seizures. The court rejected this argument, stating that it was with-
out substance under Fifth Circuit precedents. ' The court, citing numer-
ous cases,7 3 held:

The Coast Guard has plenary power under 14 U.S.C. § 89(a) to stop and
board American vessels on the high seas to inspect for safety, documen-
tation, and obvious customs and narcotics violations. The fact that this
authority is exercised without probable cause or reasonable suspicion
does not violate the fourth amendment.7'

The Coast Guard also was permitted to open the door of the ship's pri-
vate cabin because the court reasoned that this would be routine in any
safety and documentation inspection.75

In United States v. Brown,7" an American shipping vessel was seized
eighteen miles northeast of Cozumel, Mexico. The Coast Guard had

67. Id.
68. Id.
69. United States v. Stuart-Caballero, 686 F.2d 890 (11th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 51

U.S.L.W. 3611 (U.S. Feb. 22, 1983) (No. 82-1170); United States v. Bustos-Guzman, 685
F.2d 1278 (11th Cir. 1982); United States v. Liles, 670 F.2d 989 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 102
S. Ct. 2300 (1982).

70. 664 F.2d 1174 (11th Cir. 1981).
71. Id. at 1174-75.
72. Id. at 1175.
73. Id. (citing United States v. Mazyak, 650 F.2d 788, 790 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit B), cert.

denied, 445 U.S. 922 (1982); United States v. Jonas, 639 F.2d 200, 202 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit
B); United States v. DeWeese, 632 F.2d 1267, 1269 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 454 U.S.
878 (1981); United States v. Williams, 617 F.2d 1063, 1075-77 (5th Cir. 1980) (en banc);
United States v. Erwin, 602 F.2d 1183, 1184 (5th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1071
(1980); United States v. Warren, 578 F.2d 1058, 1064-65 (5th Cir. 1978) (en banc), modified
on other grounds, 612 F.2d 887 (5th Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 956 (1980)).

74. 664 F.2d at 1175.
75. Id.
76. 684 F.2d 841 (11th Cir. 1982).
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boarded the vessel to conduct a documentation and safety inspection
without probable cause to believe that any crime had been committed.
The Coast Guard opened the main hatch and searched the hold of the
vessel. The court, citing Williams, held that section 89(a) authorized the
boarding and that the opening of the main hatch was not an illegal
search. The court reasoned that the Coast Guard was permitted to search
the hold to look for the main beam number.7

In United States v. Alonso,78 the court again followed Fifth Circuit
precedent. Customs agents seized an American vessel in customs waters.
The agents had obtained the names of two vessels that allegedly were
carrying marijuana. When the customs agents intercepted one of these
vessels, they boarded the vessel under the pretext of a safety and docu-
mentation inspection. During the inspection, the agents discovered
15,720 pounds of marijuana.7 9 Defendants argued that boarding the vessel
without a search warrant was unconstitutional. Defendants also con-
tended that the stop was not "morally neutral." 0 The court rejected both
arguments and followed Fifth Circuit precedent. In rejecting the first
argument the court held that section 1581(a) authorizes a documentation
stop without a modicum of suspicion and that these stops are constitu-
tional.81 The "morally neutral" argument s' was also rejected. The court
stated that "we have consistently held that the mere fact that boarding
officers suspect customs and narcotics violations does not taint the valid-
ity of a safety and documentation stop on the high seas."8" The court
recognized that the motive for boarding vessels had been considered pre-
viously only in the interpretation of section 89(a), but nevertheless, it ap-
plied this rationale to section 1581(a) because the two statutes had been
held analogous in Williams."

In United States v. Marino-Garcia,85 the Eleventh Circuit had the op-
portunity to decide if the Coast Guard could randomly stop a stateless

77. Id. at 842.
78. 673 F.2d 334 (11th Cir. 1982).
79. Id. at 335. Both vessels' eventually were intercepted, seized, and searched. The ap-

peal, however, only concerned the validity of the seizure and search of one of the vessels. Id.
at 335-36.

80. Id. at 336.
81. Id; see also United States v. Freeman, 579 F.2d 942, 945 (5th Cir. 1978); accord

United States v. Ruano, 647 F.2d 577, 579 (5th Cir. 1981) (Unit B); United States v. Klein-
schmidt, 596 F.2d 133, 135 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 927 (1979).

82. The essence of this argument was that the customs officials boarded under the pre-
text of a safety inspection when the real purpose for the boarding was to investigate a crime.
Thus, the boarding was not "morally neutral." 673 F.2d at 336.

83. Id.
84. Id.; 617 F.2d at 1081.
85. 679 F.2d 1373 (11th Cir. 1982).
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vessel 8 three hundred miles from the coast of Florida. Defendants argued
that the Coast Guard violated the fourth amendment since they boarded
the vessel without reasonable suspicion of criminal activity.8 7 The court
acknowledged that the fourth amendment applied to both American and
foreign vessels.88 The court, however, recognized that whether the fourth
amendment applies to a stateless vessel had never been decided.89 The
court did not decide the issue. Instead, the court based its decision upon
the rationale in Williams that the fourth amendment does not require
reasonable suspicion before a vessel is stopped at sea. It logically followed
that reasonable suspicion was not needed to implement a valid seizure of
a stateless vessel. 0 The court stated that even if the reasonable suspicion
of criminal activity standard of the fourth amendment was applicable to a
stateless vessel, that standard had not been violated in this case because
"[clonsistent with the Fourth Amendment, the Coast Guard may subject
the unidentified vessel to a seizure for the limited purposes of a document
inspection where there is reasonable suspicion to believe that the vessel is
an American flagship or that the vessel is attempting to conceal its
identity." '"

In Marino-Garcia, the Eleventh Circuit addressed for the first time the
applicability of land-based law to seizures at sea. In prior decisions the
new circuit had assumed without discussion that these principles were
not applicable. The court noted that the Ninth Circuit had used the ra-
tionale of Prouse in decisions concerning the seizure of vessels on the
high seas and that the Second Circuit also had used land-based fourth
amendment law in similar cases.2 The court stated: "In sharp contrast
to the Ninth and Second Circuits, the former Fifth Circuit refused to ex-
tend the reasoning of Prouse to vessels on the high seas.""' The court
stated that the Fifth Circuit "en banc [had] rejected the applicability of
'land-based' Fourth Amendment law to seizures on the high seas."'4 The
court, however, was not satisfied with citing precedent and justified its
decision by adding "even had the 'reasonable suspicion' standard in
Prouse been applicable, the seizure in the instant case would not have
transgressed the Fourth Amendment. Under international law, the Coast

86. A stateless vessel is a vessel that sails without nationality or that sails under the
authority of two or more states and uses the authority according to convenience. 679 F.2d at
1378 & n.3.

87. Id. at 1384.
88. Id. at 1384 n.21.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 1385.
91. Id. (citations omitted).
92. Id. at 1385; see supra note 30.
93. Id. at 1385.
94. Id. (citations omitted).
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Guard has the authority to approach an unidentified vessel in order to
ascertain the vessel's nationality.""5 This is the first time that the Elev-
enth Circuit has questioned Fifth Circuit precedent. The court appar-
ently wanted to reject the precedent but stated that it was "bound by the
former Fifth Circuit decisions regarding this issue and could not adopt
the approach suggested by the Ninth Circuit," unless that precedent was
overruled or modified by the Eleventh Circuit sitting en banc."

C. First Circuit Analysis

The First Circuit, in United States v. Hilton," also rejected the use of
land-based precedents and held that the Coast Guard could seize an
American vessel on the high seas for a safety and documentation inspec-
tion.8 The court stated that the "limited intrusion represented by a doc-
ument and safety inspection on the high seas, even in absence of a war-
rant or suspicion of wrongdoing, is reasonable under the fourth
amendment." 99 A vessel, much like an automobile, has a "lesser expec-
tion of privacy than a home or office." 100 The court found that because of
the unique circumstances existing at sea, the safety and documentation
stop is an exception to the general rule that warrantless searches are per
se unreasonable.10 1 The court analogized the boarding to an administra-
tive search exception"' to the fourth amendment, but stated that the
constitutionality of the boarding did not "stand or fall on meeting the
requirements of the administrative inspection exception."'' The court
recognized that its holding left the Coast Guard with considerable discre-
tion in deciding what vessel to board, but stated that "such discretion is
virtually unavoidable in a scheme of regulation that depends on stops
conducted at sea, far from courts and magistrates."' " The court classified
a safety and documentation inspection as an administrative boarding and
suggested that section 89(a) should be interpreted to limit a boarding,
absent probable cause or consent, to the task of conducting a safety and
documentation check. The court stated: "A more extensive search is
permissable only if there is consent or probable cause to believe a crime

95. Id. (citations omitted).
96. Id. at 1385-86 n.22.
97. 619 F.2d 127 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 887 (1980).
98. Id. at 133.
99. Id. at 131.

100. Id.
101. Id. at 132.
102. Id. at 132; see supra note 32.
103. Id.
104. Id. at 133.
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has been or is being committed."1 5

In United States v. Arra,'06 the Coast Guard seized a vessel, owned by
a foreign corporation and registered in Florida, thirty-five miles north of
Puerto Rico.10 7 The court reaffirmed the decision in Hilton that the Coast
Guard could seize a vessel without suspicion of criminal activity under
the rationale of an administrative document and safety inspection. 0 8 The
court in Arra used this rationale to find the seizure constitutional because
the Coast Guard had only a reasonable suspicion that the boat was in-
volved in drug smuggling.10 9 In Hilton, the court suggested that if a vessel
was boarded for a nonadministrative purpose like the search for narcotics
violations, the boarding officers would need probable cause or consent. 0

The court in Arra discussed the reasonable suspicion standard that the
Fifth Circuit had adopted in Williams for boardings to search for crimi-
nal activity and inferred that this could justify a nonadministrative
boarding, but the court found it unnecessary to decide this issue.1 ' The
court agreed with defendants' arguments that the Coast Guard's order to
stop and board the vessel was given not out of the primary concern for
safety or documentation, but said: "[W]e do not think the motivation
for a particular boarding is relevant where, as here, an objective basis for
conducting the document and safety check existed."1 2 The decision
whether to use the probable cause or the reasonable suspicion standard
for what the First Circuit called a nonadministrative boarding, therefore,
is not a crucial issue because a boarding allowed without reasonable sus-
picion under the administrative exception rationale for safety and docu-
mentation accomplishes essentially the same result.

The First Circuit, nevertheless, settled the issue in United States v.
Green."8 The Coast Guard boarded a British vessel, with British consent,
on the high seas for suspicion of drug smuggling after they had observed
the vessel moving sluggishly and lower in the bow than normal. The court
rejected the dicta in Hilton that probable cause was needed to board a
vessel for a nonadministrative search and, as suggested in Arra, adopted
the Fifth Circuit test of reasonable suspicion.1 1' The court held that "in
addition to permitting proper administrative searches, the fourth amend-
ment allows government officers, who are otherwise authorized, to board

105. Id. at 131.
106. 630 F.2d 836 (1st Cir. 1980).
107. Id.
108. Id. at 841-42.
109. Id. at 845-46.
110. See 619 F.2d at 131.
111. 630 F.2d at 846-47.
112. Id. at 845.
113. 671 F.2d 46 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 102 S. Ct. 2962 (1982).
114. Id. at 53.
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and search a vessel on the high seas should they have reasonable and
articulable grounds for suspecting that it is engaged in criminal
activity." '

The First Circuit has followed very closely the Fifth and Eleventh Cir-
cuit precedents. Its position is that the unique circumstances of the sea
place the land-based precedents that limit the fourth amendment in a
different category than those cases concerning the issues of search and
seizure at sea. It has agreed with the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits that the
Coast Guard can seize American vessels for administrative stops in com-
plete absence of suspicion of criminal activity. It also has adopted the
Fifth Circuit rationale in Williams that allowed the Coast Guard to seize
a foreign vessel on reasonable suspicion. The First Circuit, however, did
not go as far as the Fifth Circuit, which has proposed that reasonable
suspicion may not be the minimum standard for such a seizure.

II. ADOPTION OF LAND-BASED PRECEDENT

A. Ninth Circuit Analysis

The Eleventh and First Circuits have followed Fifth Circuit precedents
and have placed virtually no restriction on the Coast Guard in boarding
American vessels at sea for documentation and safety inspections. These
boardings often result in probable or reasonable cause to search a vessel
that otherwise could not have been obtained. The Ninth Circuit, however,
has recognized at least some infringement of fourth amendment rights in
these boardings and has placed mild restraints on the Coast Guard in this
area.

The leading case in the Ninth Circuit is United States v. Piner."6 In
this case, the Coast Guard seized a vessel on the waters of San Francisco
Bay. The court, contrary to statutory authority'17 and Fifth Circuit
cases,"8 held:

[T]he random stop and boarding of a vessel after dark for safety and
registration inspection without cause to suspect noncompliance is not
justified by the governmental need to enforce compliance with safety reg-
ulations and constitutes a violation of the Fourth Amendment. A stop
and boarding after dark must be for cause, requiring at least a reasonable
and articulable suspicion of noncompliance, or must be conducted under

115. Id. (footnote omitted).
116. 608 F.2d 358 (9th Cir. 1979).
117. 14 U.S.C. § 89(a) (1976).
118. See supra notes 9-63 and cases cited therein.
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administrative standards so drafted that the decision to search is not left
to the sole discretion of the Coast Guard officer.1 '

In reaching its decision, the court relied heavily on the land-based de-
cision of Delaware v. Prouse.120 In this decision, the Supreme Court held
that except when there is at least articulable and reasonable suspicion of
a violation of law, random stopping of an automobile and detaining the
driver to check his drivers license and registration of the automobile is
unreasonable under the fourth amendment. 2 ' The Supreme Court, there-
fore, upheld the trial court's application of the exclusionary rule to the
marijuana that a police officer had discovered on the floor of a car when
the officer had stopped the car for the sole purpose of checking the auto-
mobile registration and the driver's license.12' The Court stated that the
fourth amendment imposed a standard of reasonableness and that rea-
sonableness implies a balancing of the competing interests of the govern-
ment against the interests of the individual."' Therefore, "the permissi-
bility of a particular law enforcement practice is judged by balancing its
intrusion on the individual's Fourth Amendment interests against its pro-
motion of legitimate governmental interests. 1 2 " The intrusion must be
measured in terms of both objective intrusion, which concerns the condi-
tions of the stop itself, and subjective intrusion, which concerns, among
other things, the fright of the person stopped.2 5

The court in Piner applied the Prouse rationale and held that "[i]f the
purpose of a random stop is to ascertain and discourage noncompliance
with safety regulations, we see no reason why this purpose cannot suffi-
ciently be accomplished during the daylight hours."'1 26 Thus, the Coast
Guard should rely on less subjectively intrusive means and eliminate
stops and boardings after dark if no cause to suspect noncompliance
exists."2

The use of the Prouse rationale as the logic for the Piner opinion has
put the Ninth Circuit in sharp contrast with the Fifth, Eleventh, and
First Circuits, which continue to uphold the rationale that search and
seizure on the high seas is intrinsically different from those on land and
that land-based fourth amendment precedents do not extend to the
oceans. The court in Piner was the first to limit the scope of section 89(a)

119. 608 F.2d at 361.
120. 440 U.S. 648 (1979).
121. Id. at 663.
122. Id. at 650-51.
123. Id. at 653-54.
124. Id. at 654 (footnote omitted).
125. Id. at 656.
126. 608 F.2d at 361.
127. Id.
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to any reasonable degree. The court recognized that this statute is sub-
jected to the limitations of the fourth amendment 8 even though the
statute is directed at search and seizure on the seas.

Two recent Ninth Circuit decisions19 have reinforced the reasoning in
Piner that warrantless boardings of vessels are within the protection of
the fourth amendment. In one of these cases, United States v. Rubies,130

the court upheld a search and seizure of a vessel on international waters.
The court determined that the vessel's erratic behavior and navigation
throughout the previous evening without lights gave the Coast Guard
probable cause to board.1 31 The court distinguished Piner by stating that
no probable cause for a stop existed in that case, and that the vessel was
selected for boarding upon the sole discretion of the commanding of-
ficer.1 82 Since sufficient grounds for stopping and boarding existed in Ru-
bies, the court declined to decide "what limits, if any, the Fourth Amend-
ment puts on the Coast Guard's authority to board vessels for inspection
of registration." s

The court in Rubies apparently recognized that individuals on board a
vessel at sea have some actual fourth amendment rights, since the court
stated that the actual limits that the fourth amendment placed on these
boardings had not yet been defined. The application of Piner in the re-
cent case of United States v. Watson'", however, reveals that Piner will
be interpreted narrowly at best. The district court, using the Piner deci-
sion as precedent, granted defendant's motion to suppress the evidence
seized after a boarding, but the circuit court reversed.'8

The facts of Piner and Watson were similar: both vessels were Ameri-
can "' and both were boarded after dark "without a warrant and without
probable cause to believe or a founded suspicion that a violation of the
law had occured.' ' 187 The circuit court, nevertheless, reached different

128. See Almeida-Sanchez v. United States, 413 U.S. 266, 272 (1973) (stating that no
statute or act of Congress can authorize a violation of the Constitution); see also United
States v. Odneal, 565 F.2d 598, 601 (9th Cir. 1977) (stating the same proposition), cert.
denied, 435 U.S. 952 (1978).

129. United States v. Raub, 637 F.2d 1205 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 922 (1980);
United States v. Rubies, 612 F.2d 397 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 940 (1980).
Raub concerned the violation of federal salmon fishing regulations. 637 F.2d at 1206-07. The
court held that the search was within the administrative search exception to the fourth
amendment. Id. at 1211.

130. 612 F.2d 397 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 940 (1980).
131. Id. at 402.
132. Id. at 404.
133. Id. (emphasis added).
134. 678 F.2d 765 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 451 (1982).
135. Id.
136. Id. at 766.
137. Id. at 767.
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conclusions. Watson was distinguished from Piner on the ground that
the stop in Watson "was not made on a random basis at the discretion of
an officer in the field." 8 Rather, the Coast Guard "was acting according
to an administrative plan directing [it] to stop all vessels less than 200
feet in length."18' The court used the Prouse rationale and balanced the
government's interest in enforcing compliance with documentation and
safety laws against the intrusion on the defendant's fourth amendment
interests. 40 Since the Coast Guard minimized the subjective intrusion
and had an administrative plan, the court held that the overall intrusion
was less than in Piner."' The government's interests, therefore, out-
weighed the interests of the defendants.1 42

The decision in Watson, while not in direct conflict with Piner, never-
theless narrowed the scope of Piner. The fourth amendment rights recog-
nized in Piner, although still acknowledged, have vanished in all practical
effect. The Coast Guard, within the jurisdiction of the Ninth Circuit, is
now on notice that any boarding, even a boarding at night without rea-
sonable suspicion, for documentation and safety inspection is permissible
if done under a so-called administrative plan. The court in Watson also
left the door open to go one step further in narrowing Piner and fourth
amendment rights. The court stated that it did not have to decide
whether it would have reached the same result if the boarding officer had
acted in his own discretion instead of pursuant to an administrative
plan. 3 The court, therefore, suggested that merely less subjective intru-
siveness on night boardings might alone be enough, absent an administra-
tive plan, to render the government's interest of safety and documenta-
tion stronger than the fourth amendment rights of those people upon the
vessel that is boarded.

The Ninth Circuit, while rejecting the Fifth, Eleventh, and First Cir-
cuits' rationale and applying land-based precedents in its decisions con-
cerning the Coast Guard's boarding of vessels on the high seas, is in closer
accord with these other circuits than the language of the opinions reveals.
As shown by the Watson decision, the practical effect of the difference in
theory between the circuits on the outcome of a case will most often be
negligible.

138. Id. at 768.
139. Id. (footnote omitted).
140. Id. at 767-69.
141. Id. at 768.
142. Id. at 771.
143. Id. at 773 n.9.
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B. Second Circuit Analysis

In United States v. Streifel,"' the Coast Guard seized and searched a
Panamanian flag vessel on international waters.145 The circuit court up-
held defendants' convictions and acknowledged (in accord with the Ninth
Circuit) that the principles of search and seizure on land are applicable to
the high seas."" The court, however, used a land-based decision not to
limit the boarding but to make the boarding an exception to the fourth
amendment.

The government first argued that the fourth amendment did not ap-
ply to searches and seizures at sea because the statutes passed by the
country's first congress excluded Coast Guard boardings from a reasona-
bleness requirement. 7 While the court did not have to reach this argu-
ment because of its finding that the seizure was reasonable under the
fourth amendment, it, nevertheless, expressed skepticism concerning the
argument.

1 4
8

The court upheld the conviction primarily on the basis of the land-
based decision of Terry v. Ohio.149 The court stated:

It is fundamental that governmental searches and seizures without
warrant or probable cause are per se unreasonable under the Fourth
Amendment unless they fall within one of the Amendment's few estab-
lished and well-delineated exceptions .... One such exception is the
"stop and frisk" exception announced by the Supreme Court in Terry v.
Ohio.

1 '0

The court in Terry ruled that in absence of probable cause, officers may
briefly stop a person on the street, but the fourth amendment requires
the stop to be reasonable. Reasonableness is determined by balancing the

144. 665 F.2d 414 (2d Cir. 1981).
145. Id. at 418.
146. Id. at 422-23.
147. Id. at 419 n.8; see Act of July 31, 1789, ch. 5, 1 Stat. 29; Act of Aug. 4, 1790, ch. 35,

§ 31, 1 Stat. 164.
148. 665 F.2d at 419-20 n.8. In rejecting this argument the court said that the early

statutes, see supra note 147, are hardly dispositive because neither was concerned with ves-
sels on the high seas but dealt with vessels near American ports. 665 F.2d at 419-20 n.8.
Assuming that the first Congress did intend these statutes to allow boardings on the sea
without probable cause, these statutes would not be determinative of modern reasonable-
ness requirements. Id. Another reason the court rejected the historical argument was that
the Supreme Court in United States v. Lee, 274 U.S. 559, 563 (1927), seemed to have as-
sumed that the fourth amendment was applicable to seizures and searches of vessels at sea.
Id; see Carmichael, supra note 2, at 71.

149. 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
150. 665 F.2d at 419-20 (citations omitted).
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governmental need for the stop against the degree of intrusiveness."'1

Applying Terry, the court found that the officials had reasonable and ar-
ticulable grounds for suspecting violation of the laws of the United
States, that the governmental interest in prevention of drug-smuggling
was high, and that the boarding was not unreasonably intrusive. 68 Fi-
nally, the court stated that it was "aware of no compelling reason to fash-
ion a different set of principles for treatment of searches and seizures on
the high seas than [had] been developed by Terry and its progeny."' 8

The court further concluded "that any land-sea difference in governmen-
tal need or in intrusiveness affects only how the principles are applied,
not their applicability."'" In a dissenting opinion,'66 Judge Oakes con-
cluded otherwise and stated that "[a]bsent either a warrant, probable
cause coupled with the usual exigencies, or conformity to reviewable rules
and regulations, I do not believe that the Fourth Amendment permits the
seizure of foreign vessels on the high seas. '

Since the court in Streifel was concerned only with the seizure of a
foreign vessel at sea, it is hard to say whether the court would have held
differently had the Coast Guard seized an American vessel. The court
nevertheless recognized, contrary to the Fifth, Eleventh, and First Cir-
cuits, that land-based precedents can be applied to seizures at sea. The
use of the Terry rationale, however, is very disturbing. As noted by the
dissenting opinion, the Terry exception was meant to be used in a very
narrow scope, and if the exception is widened, it will eventually "swallow
the Fourth Amendment."' 6 7 The result in Streifel provides an example
of this 'swallowing.' Even with the conflicting opinions within the cir-
cuits, and even though the circuits approach this issue from differnt an-
gles, the use of the Terry rationale will rarely result in holdings inconsis-
tent with the circuits that do not use the land-based precedents to place
fourth amendment limitations on boarding vessels at sea.

C. Fourth Circuit Analysis

In United States v. Harper,'" the Fourth Circuit had an opportunity
to interpret section 89(a) and to decide if the Coast Guard had the au-
thority to board a vessel without probable cause or reasonable suspicion.
In this case, the Coast Guard seized an American fishing vessel eight hun-

151. Id. at 420 (summarizing Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. at 16-22).
152. Id. at 423.
153. Id. (citations omitted).
154. Id.
155. Id. at 425 (Oakes, J., dissenting).
156. Id. at 427.
157. Id. at 426.
158. 617 F.2d 35 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 887 (1980).
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dred miles off the coast of North Carolina.'5 ' The court cited the Fifth
Circuit decisions, which granted plenary power to the Coast Guard, but
did not use them as precedent.' s0 The court took a novel approach and
held "that the stop and boarding was lawful, absent any particularized
suspicion of criminal activity aboard, because it was undertaken as a sys-
tematic 'border' stop and inquiry.""16 The court noted that ordinarily
probable cause is needed for stops, but border searches are an exception.
The court stated that searches and seizures conducted "at established
border checkpoints are reasonable per se, so that the fourth amendment's
protection against unreasonable searches and seizures is not
implicated." 6 '

The court used land-based decisions to find the search and seizure
reasonable. First, the court observed that the Coast Guard stopped the
vessel pursuant to a policy of stopping all United States vessels of a cer-
tain size at a checkpoint along waters that were notorious sea lanes for
clandestine operations.'"6 The court reasoned, therefore, that the stop
did not violate the Prouse rationale because it "was not made at the will
and whim of the officer in the field" but under a governmental policy."
Second, the court analogized the stop and search to an administrative
inspection.6 5 Since relaxed fourth amendment standards have been ap-
proved for closely regulated industries such as liquor" and firearms,'"
the court reasoned that commercial fishing could be categorized as a
closely regulated enterprise.168 The privacy interests on a commercial ves-
sel, therefore, are lowered, and the intrusion of a stop would be considera-
bly less. Finally, the court expressed the view that special considerations
should be applied to the stopping of vessels at sea because of the histori-
cal regulation of these vessels and the practical difficulties in policing the

159. 617 F.2d at 35.
160. Id. at 38.
161. Id. at 37.
162. Id. (footnote omitted) (emphasis in original).
163. Id. at 38.
164. Id. (citations omitted).
165. Id.
166. See Colonnade Catering Corp. v. United States, 397 U.S. 72 (1970) (warrantless

inspection of a federally licensed dealer in alcoholic beverages permitted by statute; refusal
by owner to allow inspection results in statutory sanction, not warrantless, forcible entry).

167. See United States v. Biswell, 406 U.S. 311 (1972) (approval of a warrantless search
of a locked storeroom of a firearms dealer during business hours).

168. 617 F.2d at 38. The Supreme Court has excluded highly regulated commercial in-
dustries from the warrant requirement. The only two industries that have been subjected to
this exception are firearms and liquor. The Supreme Court has refused to extend this excep-
tion to other businesses in general. See Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 313-15
(1978).
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oceans.1  The court, citing Prouse, concluded that "the checkpoint stop
and boarding of each vessel of a particular kind in a well-travelled sea
lane on the high seas is not unlike roadside truck weigh-stations and in-
spection points which the Supreme Court has expressly approved as rea-
sonable, nondiscretionary intrusions on privacy interests beyond the war-
rant and probable cause requirements of the fourth amendment. 1 7 0

The Fourth Circuit in Harper supported its decision with excellent ar-
guments. One shocking aspect of the opinion, however, was that the court
characterized the boarding as a border search. This argument has been
successful in upholding warrantless and random seizure of vessels within
customs water when a vessel has crossed the territorial border, but the
court's characterization was totally inappropriate in this case. The court
could have reached the same result without the analogy to a border
search. By drawing the analogy, the court added nothing and, in turn,
tainted its opinion, leaving it open to misrepresentation.1 7 1

The Supreme Court has held that before a car can be stopped without
reasonable suspicion of criminal activity it must be at a border, its "func-
tional equivalent,'7 or a permanent, reasonably located checkpoint. 17

3

The Fifth Circuit's reasoning that a stop on the high seas eight hundred
miles from an American border is "functionally equivalent" to a border or
a permanent, reasonably located checkpoint took enormous imagination.
Perhaps the court, being unsure of the application of the Prouse rationale
to the Coast Guard seizure at sea, also was looking for an exception to the
fourth amendment, instead of finding solely that the seizure was reasona-
ble within the limits of the fourth amendment.

In Harper, the court used land-based principles to rationalize its deci-
sion, but the holding probably is limited to the facts of the case. It is
difficult to surmise how the Fourth Circuit will interpret section 89(a) in
future cases, but it would be fair to conclude that the Fourth Circuit has
not read section 89(a) as broadly as the Fifth, Eleventh, and First Cir-
cuits. The Coast Guard's seizure in Harper came closer to meeting the

169. 617 F.2d at 39.
170. Id.
171. For a further discussion of Harper, see Gaskins, The Fourth Circuit and the

Fourth Amendment: Removing the High from the Seas, 3 CAMPBELL L. REV. 1 (1981).
172. Almeida-Sanchez v. United States, 413 U.S. 266 (1973). The Supreme Court recog-

nized the rationale of the border search exception to the fourth amendment because of the
lower expectation of privacy. The Court also said that in addition to the border, routine
inspections can be conducted at the "functional equivalent" of the border. Id. at 272-73.

173. United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543 (1976). The Supreme Court held
that a vehicle may be stopped at a fixed checkpoint away from a border even though there is
no reason to believe the vehicle may contain illegal aliens in violation of the immigration
law. The Court reasoned that the intrusion of an individual's fourth amendment rights
would be lowered at a standardized checkpoint location. Id. at 556-64.
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reasonableness requirement of the fourth amendment than probably any
other aforementioned standard. This extended border search rationale,
however, is questionable at best. Only future decisions will tell if the
Fourth Circuit will interpret section 89(a) in a more or less restrictive
manner.

In Blair v. United States,'7 4 the Fourth Circuit interpreted section
1581(a) and held that although the statute is broad, it must be limited by
the fourth amendment. 1 7  In Blair, customs officials and Maryland
marine police seized and boarded a fifty-foot sailboat on the inland wa-
ters of the Potomac River.1 7 6 Defendants were charged with possession of
and conspiracy to import and distribute marijuana. ' The court upheld
the conviction, but said that the broad statutory language must be read in
light of the fourth amendment, which limited the authority to "that of
making a brief investigatory stop upon a reasonable suspicion of illegal
activity and searching the boat only upon probable cause.17 8

The court stated that the reasonableness standard the fourth amend-
ment placed upon a vessel seizure varied greatly according to the vessel's
geographic location.171 The court, citing Harper, stated: "A Coast Guard
stop of a vessel on the high seas under 14 U.S.C. § 89(a), for instance, is
the equivalent of a border stop and therefore is reasonable even absent
any suspicion of criminal activity on board."' 80 This statement, perhaps,
overbroadens the intended holding in Harper, since that case appeared
limited to its facts and circumstances. This sweeping statement made by
the court in Blair should not have been used to support its holding. It is
an example of the danger that the court in Harper created when it char-
acterized the Coast Guard's boarding as a systematic 'border' stop and
inquiry.

The court, continuing with its geographic location scale of reasonable-
ness, said that the seizure of a vessel in customs waters, including territo-
rial waters, also may be reasonable as a border stop not requiring proba-
ble cause if the vessel had crossed the territorial border from
international waters.' 8 ' Blair, however, concerned a boarding on inland
waters, without an allegation that the vessel had crossed an international
border."8 ' The court stated that, absent a border crossing, the standard of

174. 665 F.2d 500 (4th Cir. 1981).
175. Id. at 505.
176. Id. at 502-03.
177. Id. at 502.
178. Id. at 504.
179. Id. at 505.
180. Id.
181. Id.
182. Id.
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reasonableness that prevailed for the stopping of a vessel on inland wa-
ters was a reasonable suspicion that the vessel was engaged in illegal
activity.

18

IV. CONCLUSION

Each circuit court that borders the nation's seacoast has interpreted
section 89(a). The Fifth, Eleventh, and First Circuits have interpreted
this statute to be outside the domain of the fourth amendment. These
circuits, therefore, have permitted the Coast Guard randomly to seize and
search American vessels on the high seas for safety and documentation
inspections in complete absence of criminal suspicion. In contrast, the
Ninth Circuit has applied land-based precedents and has placed section
89(a) within the bounds of the fourth amendment, limiting to some de-
gree the Coast Guard's power randomly to seize vessels for safety and
documentation purposes. The Second and Fourth Circuits both have used
land-based opinions in support of their decisions. Since each of these
circuits has only one major decision in this area of the law, it is difficult
to predict the place on the continuum that each will occupy concerning
this issue.

Regardless of the position taken by the circuit courts, the fourth
amendment should and must be applied to the seizure of vessels for
safety and documentation inspections. The courts, in general, either have
not applied the fourth amendment or have given only lip service to its
application, proceeding in the same opinion to uphold a conviction that
resulted from a boarding that would be unconstitutional under any rea-
sonableness standard. Commentators have begun to question the consti-
tutionality of these boardings. One has stated: "It is certainly not fanci-
ful to suggest that the Prouse decision casts a rather heavy cloud over the
Fifth Circuit's rulings that the Coast Guard inspections may be con-
ducted purely at random."' ' Another commentator has ad-
ded: "Application of the fourth amendment balancing principles to ves-
sel safety searches strongly suggests that the current practice of
completely discretionary random searches at sea is unconstitutional.' ' 8

The courts basically have been less than straightforward and extremely
result oriented in their decisions. Boardings for safety and documentation
are a pretext for the discovery of drug trafficking. Most courts do not
openly admit to this practice. It is obvious, however, that in many cases

183. Id.
184. 3 W. LAFAvz, SEARCH AND SzUExw § 10.8(f) (Supp. 1983).
185. Note, High on the Seas: Drug Smuggling, the Fourth Amendment, and Warrant-

less Searches at Sea, 93 HARv. L. Riv. 725, 741 (1980).
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this is exactly what has taken place."' 6 The stopping and boarding of a
vessel under this pretext circumvents the fourth amendment, which re-
quires probable cause before a search and seizure is permitted. Despite
the fact that the drug problem in this country is of great concern and that
the reduction of drug smuggling 1 7 could reduce this problem, the fourth
amendment should not be ignored to accomplish this purpose.

In deciding the constitutionality of these boardings, courts must not
look to the government's interest in preventing drug trafficking, but to
the purported purpose of safety and documentation boardings. The gov-
ernment certainly has a legitimate interest in the promotion of safety on
the seas. This interest, however, must be weighed against the individual's
fourth amendment rights. It is simply unrealistic to believe that the gov-
ernment's interest in safety, which is carried out by the Coast Guard's
random stopping of vessels hundreds of miles off the coast, can outweigh
an individual's privacy expectations and his right to be free from unrea-
sonable searches and seizures. The Supreme Court decision in Prouse
held that the random stopping of an automobile without reasonable sus-
picion of a violation of law is unconstitutional."'6 The Court in Prouse
reasoned that an individual traveling in a car has a greater right to pri-
vacy than does an individual exposing himself to pedestrian travel.'8
Those who travel by vessel at sea certainly must have at least as great a
privacy expectation as those who travel by car, and most often, the for-
mer will have a much higher expectation of privacy. Furthermore, the in-
trusion of stopping and boarding a vessel is substantially greater than the
stopping of an automobile to check on the registration and driver's li-
cense. This leads to the conclusion that the Coast Guard's present system
of conducting safety and documentation inspections violates the fourth
amendment. The elimination of all safety and documentation inspections
is not advocated. The Coast Guard, however, must find less intrusive
means to carry out this purpose. In order to bring these inspections
within the scope of the fourth amendment, it is imperative that the Coast
Guard's random stopping of vessels for safety inspections be abolished.

One alternative to the random stopping of vessels is a checkpoint idea
similar to the type the Coast Guard used in the Harper case.190 The Coast
Guard, under an administrative policy, could set up checkpoint sites at
specific locations along sea lanes or other reasonably located strategic
points. All American vessels passing the checkpoint site would be sub-

186. See supra note 37.
187. In 1980, Congress enacted 21 U.S.C. § 955a (Supp. IV 1980). This statute was

designed to combat drug offenses on the high seas. See 21 U.S.C. § 955a(h) (Supp. IV 1980).
188. 440 U.S. at 663.
189. Id. at 662.
190. See supra text accompanying notes 163-164.
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jected to a safety and documentation inspection. The checkpoint idea
partially would eliminate the greatest danger of random stopping, the
boarding officers' abuse of discretion. Once the officers have boarded, the
search must be limited to the discovery of noncompliance with safety and
documentation laws. To deter a full scale search, in these circumstances,
the courts should be required to exclude any evidence obtained outside
the reasonable limits of the safety and documentation inspection. At the
present time, courts have drawn no line that discloses what, if any, areas
of a vessel are to be excluded from these searches. Guidelines must be
drawn, defining reasonable limits, and published to give notice to individ-
uals of the areas of a vessel that are subject to a safety and documenta-
tion inspection and of the areas that are to be excluded. Any evidence
discovered while going beyond the scope of such a search should be ex-
cluded automatically. This alternative will limit the danger of the of-
ficers' abuse of discretion in boarding and also will confine the search to
reasonable limits.

Another more favorable alternative that is squarely in line with the
fourth amendment is to allow vessel inspections for safety and documen-
tation only under a mandatory inspection program much like the automo-
bile inspection programs adopted by many states. 1 ' The inspections
could be conducted at dockside or at conveniently located permanent
sites near shore. This alternative completely eliminates officer discretion
in boarding and would be the least intrusive on individuals' fourth
amendment rights because owners of vessels would have them inspected
at their own convenience at a predetermined time and place. An inspec-
tion could be required every six months, every year, or at some other rea-
sonable interval of time. Vessels could be categorized according to size
and purpose (pleasure craft, fishing, or shipping) to help to determine the
reasonable length of time between inspections. After the satisfactory com-
pletion of an inspection, the owner should be given a certificate to display
in an obvious outside area of the vessel, thus indicating to the Coast
Guard that the vessel has passed the safety and documentation regula-
tions for the time period covered. Inspection information can be filed
along with registration data to make it easy, if necessary, for the Coast
Guard to verify the inspection certificate through a simple computer
check. This would minimize any possibility of the proliferation of fraudu-
lent certificates. The need for random stops and boardings to check for
safety would be eliminated. Stops would occur only when probable cause
or, at a minimum, reasonable suspicion existed to believe that there was a

191. A similar suggestion was made in Note, High on the Seas: Drug Smuggling, the
Fourth Amendment, and Warrantless Searches at Sea, 93 HARv. L. Rzv. 725, 743 (1980).
For a discussion of other alternatives to random boardings, see id. at 743-50.
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violation of the law on board the vessel. This alternative also would in-
crease the compliance with safety regulations since all vessels would be
inspected periodically as opposed to the random stopping and checking of
only a few. In addition, a more complete examination of a vessel could
take place at a regular inspection station or at dockside as compared to a
boarding on the seas.

A modification of this last alternative that would be less burdensome,
but not as favorable, is to make the inspection system optional and not
mandatory.1

9
2 The vessel owner who decided to put his vessel through the

inspection would eliminate the possibility of a random seizure for a safety
and documentation inspection. The vessel owner, however, who did not
submit to the inspection would risk a random seizure of his vessel under
an implied consent rationale.

At the present time, the legislature and the judiciary have been unwill-
ing to limit, to any reasonable degree, the statutory power granted to the
Coast Guard under section 89(a). A Supreme Court decision is desper-
ately needed in this area.19

3 The circuits are split. Their reasons are dif-
ferent, and the issue will not disappear like it did in the 1930s after the

.ratification of the twenty-first amendment."'

HOWARD S. MARKS

192. Recently some states have abolished the mandatory inspection of automobiles be-
cause of the expense and burden to both the government and the public compared to the
benefits of the program. See, e.g., 1982 Ga. Laws 165 (Repealing Georgia Motor Vehicle
Safety Inspection Act).

193. United States v. Villamonte-Marquez, 652 F.2d 481 (5th Cir. Aug. 3, 1981) (Unit A),
cert. granted, 50 U.S.L.W. 3963 (U.S. June 7, 1982) (No. 81-1350). Custom officials and a
narcotics investigator discovered marijuana when they boarded a vessel on inland waters to
check documentation. Id. at 483. The district court refused to suppress the evidence against
defendant but the circuit court reversed. The court found that a reasonable suspicion of a
violation of law was absent, and the border search rationale was not applicable. Id. at 485-
88. Therefore, the officials' seizure of the vessel was unconstitutional under the fourth
amendment.

The Supreme Court has granted certiorari in this case and has an opportunity to settle
the issue of the constitutionality of boarding vessels under section 1581(a). The issue con-
cerning the boarding of vessels on the high seas under section 89(a) will still remain open.

194. U.S. CONST. amend. XXI, § 1 repealed the eighteenth amendment of the Constitu-
tion of the United States, U.S. CoNsT. amend. XVIII (repealed), which prohibited the man-
ufacture, sale, transportation, and importation of intoxicating liquors.
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